
Innovation
in Rotary
Screen
Stripping

ENGINEERED AND MADE IN ITALY



ENVIRONMENTAL
FRIENDLY AND
HARMLESS FOR OPERATORS

We all know that chemicals stripping
can be very  harmful for the 
environment and operators as well
as for screens, compromising the mesh 
shape and the final printing quality.
With the use of tap water only,
WENK H.P.S. Machine is completely 
environmental friendly.

RECYCLING WATER

Option possibility to strip always
with the same water by using
a simple recycling water system.

LONG LIFE SCREENS

Screens can be stripped
at least 5 times or more,
since WENK H.P.S. Machine
is running with water only,
no chemicals at all.

MADE IN ITALY +
MADE IN GERMANY

Our stripping unit consists of
a “made in Italy” stainless steel
machine and a very powerful
ultra high-pressure “made in Germany”
pumping unit which combined together 
allow stripping and smoothing creases
at the same time. Everything automatically
run by a simple computer unit.

AS BRAND NEW SCREENS

Having your screens smoothed as new 
will allow your operator to re-engrave 
them very easily and obtain  a very good 
quality printing results, virtually as if 
they were new.

EASY MAINTENANCE

One nozzle only and the use of standard 
tap water make WENK H.P.S.
Machine a very simple and cheap 
maintenance machine.

Get your investment back
within the first 1500/2000

screens stripped with

WENK
HIGH-PRESSURE

WATER
STRIPPING

MACHINE

HPS3500
Available in 3 different types for all repeats from 640 to 1018: 

for all rotary screens up to 3500 mm

HPS3050 for all rotary screens up to 3050 mm

HPS2100 for all rotary screens up to 2100 mm



 LENGTH 1.600 mm

 WIDTH 1.450 mm

 HEIGHT 1.550 mm

 WEIGHT Kg. 1.400 approx.

 POWER 75 Kwh

 VOLTAGE 380 3 Phase 50 Hz

 AIR 900 NI/m at 7 bar

PUMPING UNIT

PROMOTED BY

Via per Alzate, 20/C - 22063 Cantù (CO) - ITALIA
Tel. +39.031.701523 - Fax +39.031.702917
info@wenk.co - www.wenk.co

MANUFACTURED BY

FP Technology Srl
Via del Dosso, 39 - 22040 Alzate Brianza (CO)
Tel. +39.031.5621590 - Fax +39.031.5621591
info@fptechnology.it - www.fptechnology.it


